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The meeting was_salled to order at 10.15 a.m.

ADDRESS BY l>IR. ALFREDO FELIX CRISTIANI BURKAAD, PRESIDmT OF THE REPUBLIC OF
EL SALVADOR

The PRESIDENT: The Assembly will first hear an address by the President

of the Republic of El Salvador.

Mr. Alfredo Felix Cristiani Burkard, President of the Rel2ublic of El Salvador,

was escorted into the General Assembly Hall.

The PRES !DENT: On behalf of the General Assembly, I have the honour to

welcome to the United Nations the President of the Republic of El Salvador,

His ~cellency Mr. Alfredo Felix Cristiani Burkard, and to invite him to address

the Assembly.

President aUSTIANI BURKlIRD (interpretation from Spanish): I should like

first to express our most sincere congratulations to you, Sir, upon your

well-deserved election as President of the General Assembly at this session. We

are certain that your wisdom and experience will enable this soomentous <;lathering to

follow a path that will lead to success at a time when very promising prospects of

international understandin<;l are emerging and when all the countries represented at

this forum of univers.\l harmony will be focusing on examining and discussing the

many practical and traqic problems now facing mank ind.

I join in the appreciation expressed to Mr. Dante Caputo for the excellent

manner in which he performed his task as President of the General Assembly at its

forty-third session.
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This is'. a fitting occasion to emphasize here, at the Headquarters of the

United Nations, our appreciation and admiration for the tireless and successful

efforts made by the United Nations to contribute to peace, harmony, reason and

development throughout the world. The efforts of the United Nations are bearing

fruit at last. With the assistance of the overwhelming majority of the MP.mber

States and with the progressive developnent of the machinery of the United Nations,

we see how it is having a beneficial impact upon mankind, increasingly anxious to

live in harmony and co-operation. We note with particular appreciation the

outstanding role played by the secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar,

whose career and ach ievements are a special source of pr ide since he is an

outstanding la tin American figure.

We have oome, for the first time, to the rostrum of the United Nations filled

with errotion and a sense of confidence in order to tell the world the truth about

our country, the truth of a people which has suffered and is continuing to suffer

from the devastating tragedy of an armed conflict that has 90ne 00 for 10 years

now. During that time, in striking contrast, our people have managed to build

democratic institutions which are unquestionable today, even to the most sceptical

or most stubborn opponents.

Those who wished to lead the internati()na1 comnunity to believe that our

Government would represent a historic set-back for El Salvador, today, four months

after we came to office, have to compare their. distorted intentions or mistaken

analyses with our attitude and our actions. In due course we shall refer to that

attitude and those actions, but first we wish to recemphasize, before the universal

conscience, our philosophy and our vision of the present and of the future.

No one who is even slightly familiar with the situation ~n our country can be

unaware that the main challenge facing all Salvadorans today without exception is
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the final 7;chievement of peace. We, elected by an overwhelming majority on

19 March of this year, fully grasped this need for peace &nd reconciliation for our

people, and we took up the historic challenge of promoting peace by peaceful,

democratic means.

We inherited a shattered national community, a country oppressed by the

violence that had gone on for more than 10 years and an economy in ruins, a ruinous

State control and systematic destructive activities of extremist forces, together

with a land crying out for the restoration of its spiritual values and creative and

productive energies. ~~r commitment, from the very first day we took office - on

1 June - was to accept the responsibility of rebuilding and ~escuing the entire

society, leaving no one out and giving special treatment only to the poorest of the

poor.

In the face of the breakdown of our national conrnunity, we set out to work for

the unity of all sectors in society, so that no one fel t left out of the NI tional

destiny, so that no group, entity or sector might feel it enjoyed pre-eminence

beyond the rules of harloooious del1Dcratic law.

From the very first day of our administration we said that we intended to

govern, not to rule, because we consider that the people of El Salvador deserve the

utmost respect and total devotion of their Government, given my country's

institutional maturity and great historic sacrifices. In this we have the firmest,

most responsible and profound conviction: we are exercising power by the authority

of the people, obta.ined in free elections that no one has challenged. Today and

every day during our administration we shall put this power to the service of

peace, progress and freedom for all Salvadorans. We foster the unity of all

sectors of the country - political, social, entrepreneurial and labour - so that,

with all due respect for the differenees that are fully appropriate in a pluralistic
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de.l\1)cratic process, nevertheless, we Salvadorans can overcome the breaches

resulting from byg:>ne violent oonfrontation.

1\ga inst this violence, which took advantage of the socio-eoonomic shortoomings

and the institutional mistakes and omissions of the past in order to disguise their

ideological fanaticism, we are pitting political reason, measured oo-ordination and

patriotic arguments wi thin the framework of denocracy. This is a reality

experienced every day in El Salvador. It is feasible to achieve power by peaceful,

civilized means whereby the Salvadoran people, which alone holds the right to

sovereignty, is free and enabled to elect to office those who offer sufficient

gUl':lrantees of honest, responsible work directed to the attainment of justice, legal

security and the well-being of all.

Imbued with cur sense of the obligation to seek social harmony, to preserve

peace and tranquillity and the safety of the human person as a member of society,

we extended our hand to the insurgents inviting them to return to a peaceful role

in our society where all ideological trends have their place today. Our wish for

dialogue and our serious pursuit of peace are there for all the world to see.

Our proposal for permanent, continuing, substantive, committed dialogue was

met by an initial negative response by the insurgents. Then, as we outlined our

commission for dialogue, they again refUsed. But, convinced of the need to exhaust

all channels to achieve a political solution to this bloody conflict, we were

prepared to find the necessary patience to achieve the first apprcaches. Without

any arrogance or useless anger, we waited for a positive response. That finally

came vi th .the first meeting for dialogue between the Government and the PMLN

100 days after we took office and after some two years of stalemate in the dialogv.e.
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We are deeply gratified to be able to inform the international comm'Ullity today

that on 13, 14 and 15 September the first formal accord between the Government of

El Salvador and the EMLN was achieved. It lays down the guidelines for permanent

dialogue whereby substantial understanding, making possible the total solution to

the conflict in the shortest possible time, will be brought about.

The Mexioo agreement is historic and significant because it sets out a

framework whereby it is pos~ible, thrc~gh agreements, for groups that are still

using weapons to have recourse, instead" to peaceful means to make their political

propos,als to the Salvador an people.

tuat achievement is not something we view as a personal tr iumph. We are

presenting it to the international community as a first fruit of a new way of

governing in El Salvador, free from hegemony, demagoguery or fanatical passions.

We would repeat here in the General Assembly what we have repeatedly said to our

own people, as far as we are concerned, we have clearly defined principles of

freedom and democracy and no Salvador an is our en~f.... and no one should be

persecuted because of the fact that he is our adversary.

We are therefore required to fulfil the law and comply with the law, but we

also intend to modernize and develop not only our laws but also the administration

of justice at all levels of society. We are qui te aware that achieving peace will

be no easy undertaking. It will require sustained and vigorous effort. But we are

also aware that our people will not be prepared to accept failure which would

unduly delay further the attainment of peace. Time will tell, so we will wait and

see.
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Consequently, at our next dialogue, on 16 Md 17 October in San Jose, Ccsta Rica,

we shall be making a proposal for the complete cessation of hostilities, to bring

an end to the shooting wi thin the spirit and letter of chapter UI of the Tela

Agreements signed in Honduras by the fi~e Central American Presidents in their

efforts to achieve firm and lasting peace in the area.

we are not simply proposing a de~scalation of armed <Dnfl ict, we think that

that would mean merely a gradual reduction in the suffer ing of the Salvadoran

people. That SUffering - unjust, prolonged and terrible - must be brought to an

et\d once and for all because there can be no moral or poli tical justification for

it. Like all men of good will we feel that fratr icidal confl ict, nurtured and

slEtained by ideological fanaticism, is the most irrational CI'ld hateful form of

human rights violation. We have a clear commitment to respect and foster the human

rights of the individual, a goal we reaffirm emphatically here today - and I should

like my words to be heard around the world. We invite all political and social

forces in our country, irrespective of their ideological hue, to join wi th us in

this transcendental task of restoring full harmony in El Salvador on the basis of

reasonable discussion, civilized procedures and a serious commitment to

development, without which it will not be possible to achieve stable and lasting

peace.

To foster this developnent,. which is so necessary and urgent, our Government

has commenced a process of gradual economic adjustment based Q'\ the ItDdern concept

of liberalizing our economy, making possible the reactivation of productive

mechanisms and releasing the crea tive energy of free enterprise. Th is wide-ranging

progranme is coupled with a lasting prograllllle for social developnent which will

help the most needy and vulnerable to take part in the drive for development. We

do not wish to be systematic benefactors of the indigent but, rather, to equip them
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with real opportunities so that their pa"erty can be 9radually eliminated.. We know

that this is a long-term and complex task. It is tantamount to the thoroughqoing

eeonon,ie take-off of an entire country. But if we do not set about this now as a

praetical, feasible task we shall never find the momentum to overcome the enormous

effe(:ts of our cris is. Our economic approach is cons iatent wi th the new,

liberalizing trends flourishing around the world. We are abreast of the times, ana

that will enable us better to face the clear needs and leg1 tim te requ 1rements of a

society that is yearning for a life of peace, fre""dom and solidarity.

We cannot aspire to the attainment of such a goal of collective humanism

without a substantial effort to restore the spiritual and moral values of our land,

shaken to the very roots by the scourge of armed conflagra tian. We are t.I1der talc iog

deep educational refor~5 to make education more effeetive and enlightening. We are

incorporating at all levels the theoretical and practical lessons of human rights

and duties, so that future ganerations of our land can grow up with feelings and

corwictions that will enable them to respect each other, to accept healthy

cr iticism, to enjoy a democratic life and to lO/e God and their homeland, and to

have a deep sense of the need for un iversal coexis tence.

In that respect, we hopp. the Assembly will approve the draft international

convention Q1 the rights of the child at this session so that the children and

adoleseents of today and tomorrow can live in a more human world. Today we are

witnessing the sad reality of the so-called children of war. That is why we are

fUlly aware, personally, that the work of protecting and fostering child~en's

rights must be an immedia te ta. if the harmen ious world that we wish to see

tomrrow is to be brought about.

Over the past 10 years the conflict in Central America has been a subject of

concern and anxiety for the in terna tional community. It was thooght that it might

give rise to an even greater crisis affecting world peace and security.
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However, since the signature of the Gua te~1a Procedure, the Ala jueh Declara tion

and the Declaration of Costa del Sol, and, most recently, the summit meeting in

Tela, the situa tion has gradually changed. There have been subst~ tial changes in

the political climate and new and better possibilities have emerged for the

restora tion of peace.

There is no doubt that world detente has had an impact on Central America

since it has been lI'\derstood that confrattation ~d war are not solutions to aly

problem) that, on the contrary, instability and tension generate irreparable loss

of life .....d do not contribute at all to improving the lives of our peoples. As

Central Americans we are aware of our historical responsibilities, are taking the

active role which we alone can take and are amptinq our O\\1f1 decis ions to resolve

our regional crisis.

The determination to achieve, and the real possibility of achieving, political

solutions to our problems has demonstrated the illegi tinacy of the use of force and

violence. That is why the peace efforts have received constant support from the

international community - most recently the Security Council's firm Cl'\d unanimous

support in its resolution 637 (1989) of 23 July th~s year. Today the way is open

for further significant and valuable steps to be taken by the secretary-General to

foster peace and democracy in Central America, consistent with the wishes of our

peoples as expressed in the commitments entered into by our Presidents.

we are convinced of the need, feasibility, timeliness and legitimacy of the

Esquipulas Procedure. I wish to emphasize here that we shall ccntinue to fulfil

the obligations that we entered into there. We want a firm, lasting peace. That

ia why we have accepted and const~tly supported the establishment and cHspatch of

the United Nations observer group in Central ltnerica. It will be an extremely

significant element in the verification of compliance with the agreements,
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will resul t in honest, untainted and open elections in which the Nicaraguan people

Understanding our problems and requirements, and in an act of fellowship which

elections in Nicaragua the desired objective can be attair.ed.

We consider the absence of democracy to have been the root cause of social and

m<l6t compatible with their national intel:ests. We appeal to the internatiooal

thus be contributing to peace and democracy and the creation of an atmosphere

poU tical conflicts in Central American coa.ntries and we also f.eel that regimal

peace is intimately 1 inked to the procedures of national and democratic

reconciliatim. For that reason we hope that poll tical developments in Nicaragua

outside the region to respect the manifest will of Central Americans. They would

collll\unity to lend all due attention &ld assistance so that ii'1 the forthcoming

particularly those with respect to support for and/or provision of tenitory to

~l9nify progress towards the solution of sone ()f the most critical problems

drawn up by the United Nations in co-operation with our Governments. We sincerely

will have a real possibility to exercise their inaltenable right to choose their

appreciate this collaboration inasmuch as progress towards these goals will also

Government freely and, with equal freedom, to determine the system of Government

serves to strengthen the peace process in our region, the internatimal community

armed forces which destabil ize l~ally consti tuted Governments. we IJrge the forces
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At the same time, the Government of 81 Salvador wishes to place cm record its

appreciation to all those countr les that have expressed their support for the peace

process in Central AmeriC41;. Our thanks go to the donor collUllunity, which has played

an ACtive role ir, humanitarian and development activities. we thank also the

relevant United Nations bodies for their work leading to the Central American

Conference on Refugees, and for the special CX)-operation we have received from the

United N3tions Development Progumme and the Office of the united Nations High

Col\l\'lissioner for Refugees. we re-emphasize the value and significance, for all

Central American nations, of co-operation and international assistance for the

attainment of ~ace and developnent. We urge the international colllllUnity to

stren9then economic, technical and financial co-operation with Central America.

Peace and development in our re9ion will represent a furth~r contribution to the

attainment and consoUdat.ion of world peace and £&curity.

'Ib the Secretary-Gtneral, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuella:, goes 001:' special

appreciation for the help he has extended to the Centrnl American Presidents

working to assist our peoples.

In respect of the international economic situation, we are bound to regret

that tl',e economies of the developing countr ies have fa iled to make progress towards

resolution of the main problems that beset our societies, which are constantly in a

state Qf crisis. The traditional problems in the fieldm of health, housing,

unemployment, inflation, marginality, poverty, and so OIl, have been compounded by

other imbalances, such as the fiscal deficit and external debt, whit.'h d taken

together, m...ke even more difficult the prnc~ss of economic recovery and develapllent

in general, and j~~rdize the fra9ile stability and achievements in the political

field. It ls disturbin9 that, whereas in some perts of the developed world ~ere

is economic 9rCMl:h, conditions in the wderdeveloped cOW1tries, instead of
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improvlngg are getting worse, with a widening gap between rich and poor. This

confirms the existence of serious shortcomings in international affairs, which must

be corrected so that the benefits of development may be distributed equitably. The

international community, particularly the industriali?ed nations, must be ~ware

that if this trend were to continue, the worsening crisis in our countries could,

as has occurred in other regions, ultimately give rise to even greater social

conflicts, which would 1.11 tima tely have an impact on the economies of developed

nations.

Ours is an overwhelmingly agricultural coun~ry that depends to a considerabl~

extent on the production of coffee. We are carrying out an extensive programme to

diversify our exports and industry.. Nevertheless, coffee continues to be our

essential commodity. we therefore wish to make it clear that we feel that renewal

of the International Coffee C(Wention is essential. We have begun a process of

economic reconstruction in the midst of continuing conflict. We are deeply

concet'ned, therefore, that there should be recovery in the coffee mark"t. we

believe that a just and equitable agreement would be a very promising sign of

internatio~al harmony and co-operation.

With respect to external debt, which is a terrible sword of Damocles hanging

(Wer the frag ile structures of La tin American na tions, El Salvador energetically

calls for a solution that will take into &ccount the development needs of our

peoples and will show that creditors and debtors are jointly determined to stress

the hUlIllln factor, rather than oold statistics, thus demonstrating t.hat the modern

world is applying a philosophy of human dghts, not only in respect of actual cases

but also in respect of the great international problems~
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In the socid sphere, the abuse of drugs, AIDS antJ international crime, and,

~t another leYel~ the problems of terrorism and of the environment are subjects of

concern to us all, as they have an impact on all nations. However 0 we weleorla! the

fact, that, Unally, their neqative impact, and the need for concer~..ed, co-o"dina~d

action by the international community, has been recognized. In view of the seal~

of these problems, and of their negative impact on the development of our:

societies, we must give ctgent attention to them. We must do out ut~t to achieve

positive solutions~

With respect to the specific issue of drug trafficking, we have heard here a

~ramatic appeal by the President of Colombia, His Excellency

Mr. Virgilio Bareo Vargas, who called for international oo-oper&tion. He asked the

international community to endorse and support energetically his plan for joint

action to eliminate this frightful scourge, which is underMining instititional life

in our nations and ravaging OU! young. we firmly and earnestly support that urgent

appeal. Indeed, we are prepared to support any measure, programme or collective

step to collbat this particularly inhuman and destructive crime. Just as we would

reject any expression of terrorism, whatever the argument or pretext em~loyed, we

equally oppose drug trafficking, which, as President Barco Varg8s rightly said, is

a scourqe that affects us all.

Desp:' te international detente and the progress that t'H.ii5 been made in the

resolution of <l number: of problems, there continue to be trl;~\ ..\bh spots that

represent a threat to world peace and security. 1n all casea of conflict, we urge

the parties invQlved to seek political understanding, making due use of the

machinery for the peaceful settlemel"!.t of d1sp.!tes, and resorting to the facilities

of the United Nations system, as on previous occasions when the Secretary-Gtlnersl

has done vital work leading to the adoption of measures to resolves disputes. In

this context, I wish to refer specifically to the case of Korea and to make it
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country. But that does not depend only on us, we seek agreement that wUl unify

&. demonstration to our own people, and then to the world, that we are a Government

political ideals, but we call energetically on all to join us in building peace, as

We hope to return here ne:lCt year with good news of lasting peace in our

in our long-suffering country, but we will never renounce any of the fundamental

to jUdge us by our atti tudes and our actions. We want peace, freedom and justice

international community not to identify us with stereotyped vignettes, but, rather,

not excluding anybody. we do not seek t.l pin the blame on anybody for his

Korea and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea to engage in permanent dialogue

freedoms necessary for representative, pluralistic democracy to survive. We are

El Salvador as a contribution to the enormous international movement against

Rapublic of Korea possesses the essential elements of a State and that it has all

and west. we see this as Cl final freeing of minds around the world - an intense

pr inciple of universality to be found in tha United Nations, we consider that the

they could end all forms of hostility and confrontation and, finally, achieve

I have come to this rostrum, from which have been heard the great voices of

the elements qualifying it for membership of the United Nations. That is an

our times, to con'ley our humble but steadfast hope for peace and concord in

peaO!ful reunification 00 the Korean ~nins!Jla. Nevertheless, bearing in mind the

hope for an age in which the force of the spirit will becolle, once again, the

driving force of history. The {:':'·vernment of El Salvador respect.fully calls on the

AE/PLJ

and establish the contacts that are necQss&ry to strengthen lIl1tual trust. Thus

cl~~u that my Government shares the view that it is essential that the Republic of
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the entire society of El Salvador. we, for ou~ part, will do cur utllCSt to avoid

further bloodshed in our land. Every day we remember the words of ~he Carpenter of

Nazareth, the Saviour of the world, who, from the hill above the ~ea of Galilee. 1n

the brief serllOn that has been left for mank ind, said to the IIlUIti tude ,

-Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of (}:)d ••

(The Holy 8ible. Matthew 5,9)

THE PRmUDENTI On behalf of the General Assembly, I wish to thank the

President of the Republic of El Salvador for the important statement he has just

lllade.

The President of the Rep1blic of El Salvador, Mr. Alfrecb Felix

c~ istiani Burkard, was escorted from the General A.Clselllbly Ball.
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AGENDA ITFM 9 (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE

ADDRms BY HIS EXCELLENCY a>MMANDANT PEDRO VERONA PIR~, PlUME MINISTER OF THE
REPtBLIC OF CAPE vmoE

The PRESIDENTz The Assent>ly will now hear a statement by the Prime

Minister pf the 1epublic of cape Verde.

Mr. Pedro Verond Pires, Prime Minizter of the Republic of Cape Verde, was

escorted to the rostrum.

The PRJ!S mENTa I have great pleasure in welcoming the Prime Minister of

t.lte ilepublic of Cape Verde, Commll'1dant Pedro Verona Pires, and invi ting him to

address the ~.eneral Assembly.

Hr. PIRES (Cape Verde) (spoke in Portuguese; English interpretation from

the French text furnished by the delegation): I am very pleased to greet you, Sir,

and offer you my wa1.m congratulations en ~ur election as President of the General

Assembly at its forty-fourth session. Your election to this high post is

recognition of your wide-ranging experience as a political figure and a diplomat.

I am certain that in this very complex but fruitful period in international life

you will be able to guide our work with the competence, intelligence and dynamism

requ ired to tackle the many issues on our agenda.

I should like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to your predecessor,

Mr. Dante Caputo, for the admirable, wise way in which he guided the work of the

fotty-third session.

I wish also to express our gratitude to the Secretary-General,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, whose sk ill in carrying ou~ his functions has time and

again shown his unstinting devotion to the cause of peace and the purposes and

principles of the United Nations. The progress nade in the peaceful solution of
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regional conflicts is due, in no small measure, to his experience and his

enli'ghtened approach.

In the course of this century, never have prospects for understanding and

co~peration annng peoples been as promising as b'ley are today. Detente in the

relations between the great Powers and the significant reversal of the cold war and

of ideological confrcntation, as well as the progress nade in the negotiatiQns on

disarmament and in the negotiated solution of regional conflicts, proclaim a new

philosophy of coexistence between states leading to greater confidence and better

understanding, thus signalling the advent of a more secure future for mankind.

Indeed, all signs indicate that we are heading towards a new order in

international relations based, we hope, no longer on ideological confrontation

between systems, nor 00 the strategic interests of domination or zones of

interests, but rather on the plurality of interests of States and the safeguarding

of the just aspirations of peoples to justice, liberty, well-being and development.

In this context we are pleased with the results of the recent sUJIIIlit of the

Movement of Non-Aligned Countries, which, after an exhaustive analysis of the

international situation and the changes occurring in the world, considered ways to

solve the problems confrooting the international community and determined a

framework for future action to make it possible for mankind as a whole to meet the

challenges of the next millen ium.

Recent developments in the international situation give uS cause for

optimism. A new message of peace and a renewed quest for negotiated solutions are

emerging. This new situation will fa~our the promotion and safeguarding of the

national interests of States, in particular the small States.

...
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we now have a unique historical opportunity, and hence, all possible efforts

must be made to consolidate the current positive trends and make them irreversible,

thus ushering in a new dimension in relations among States.

There is no doubt that important steps have already been taken in this

direction) however, there remains a need for greater confidence and bolder actions.
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All countries should be able to make their contribution to building peace. In

this C':3nte"t, we would stress the imp::a:tance of the United Nations as a vital

institution in which global problems affecting all mankind can be discussed and

resolved by the joint efforts and action of all Members.

All the fundamental questions have been considered in the Assernblyv "'hieb is

undoubtedly a truly democratic foruJll. Here all countries, large and small, can

speak of their concerns, their aspirations and their fears.

That is why the Organization is useful, as a factor in the political and

cul tural liber8 tion of peoples, in peace and disarmament, in defence of human

dignity and human rights as well as international legality and security, and in the

prol'lDtion of co~peration and assistance for economic and social development.

The United Nations certainly contributes to the formation and st~en9thening of

a new universal conscience, which, being based on international law and le~ality,

defends the solidarity of peoples, the equality of cultures, tolerance and

pluralism, and the common destiny of mankind.

It is in this universal conscience that the small countries find their main

support for the strengthening of their independence, security and development.

This universal conscience is also the basis nf the extraordinary achievements of

the Uni ted Nations, and in particular of the General Asselflbly, where peoples of all

cultures, races and religions come together and whp,re the objective of universality

becomes a practical reality.

This universal conscience is revolted by the violence and catastrophic wars of

this century, whose horrors should always be present in our collective memory, to

remind us that conflicts between States are not resolved by ferce of arms,

particularly in a period of great technological progress such as that in which we

are living now. That is why we must support the initiatives aimed at strengthening

the Organization.
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Cape Verde has taken a keen interest in the expressions of concern in recent

years about adapting the United Nations to today's needs in international

politics. The 1986 reform created fO\l'ldations which, if buUt upon with respect

for the principles and basic purposes of the Charter, will be a positive factor in

a pzocess which could lead the Organization to a new stage in its history.

Administrative reform will not in itself guarantee that the United Nations

will adapt to meet the needs of today's world. We believe that for such changes to

be made there must be a re-examination of the Organization's tasks in order to

identify questions which, because of their importance Md timeliness, can serve as

focal points and catalysts for action.

Until the beginning of this decade, among the Organization's many spheres of

activity decolonization was one of its main objectives. For some years

decolonization galvanized diplomatic activity at the United Nations and gave it a

sense of purpose. We ourselves are the fruit of that very praiseworthy action by

the United Nations in favour of peoples. When, in the midst of the national

liberation struggle, our: immortal leader, Amilcar Cabral, stated that we were the

anonymous fighters of the United Nations, that showed the profound influence of the

Organization's ideals on the growth of awareness of the basic rights of peoples to

freecbm and indep!ndence.

TOday the Organization's actions should be re~riented around another great

objective capable of stimulating its diplomatic activity and elevating dialogue

between nations to a new level. The present. climate of political detente and the

broadening of international co~peration requb'e a multilateral aPPcQich to the

great issues of our times. The United Nations provides a suitable framework for

dealing with them and solving them. Our collective survival is more S\d more tied

to the existence of the United Nations.
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Peace, disarm:tment and security are concepts so closely linked that each is a

vital condition for the others. We need the participation and shared

responsibility of all the countries of the international community if we are to

have a world of peace and of peaceful coexistence between States. When we speak of

peace, we are re ferr ing not only to peace be tween the big coun tries, or be tween

them and the small countcies, but also to peace between the small countries

themselves. Without it, hOif could we call upon the great Powers to prollOte peace

between themselves?

My country, which sees itself as a factor for peace and stability in its

geographical region, pays a heartfelt tribute to the Governments of the United

States and the Soviet Union for the renewed hope of peace that the detente in their

relations has brought to mankind. We urge them to continue their efforts to

consolidate the result& they have achieved and to make them irreversible.

Peace, stability and the ability to see ahead in international relations are

the prerequisites for progress and development and for the creation of a world of

justice and freedom and the physical and spiritUal flowering of the human being.

Experience accumulated over the past IS years of national independence has

taught us the complexity of development, which requires domestic efforts, but also

effective and significant international co~peration. If the underdeveloped

countries should acbpt realistic and pragmatic economic policies and prollDte the

skilful promotion and exploitation of their natural resources, the international

community must be able to guarantee programmed long-term assistance that is

sustained and predictable.

The economic backwardness and the social and political instability of the

third world, particularly of the African continent, demonstrate the relationship

between development and peace. ~ be lasting and Uhi~ers&l, peace must be based on

a correct evaluation and solution of the problem of \I'lderdevelopment.
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As ate of the most vulnerable AfdcCll'l countries, Cape Vetde continues to

follQf with great concern the situation in Afr ica. Despi te the continent's

enormous economic potential, its situation is critical, with grave social

consequences that include the fact that hundreds of thousands are falling victim to

hunger.

Experience shQfs that development is above all a national responsibility, that

the peoples concerned should be closely involved in the process of development and

that our countries will have to review their policies, improve their management

methods and prolTOte the necessary reforms in order to benefit as JiUch as possible

from their own resources. To achieve physical well-being and guarantee social

justice for our peoples, victims over the centuries of economic and social

domination and marginalization, many African countries have had to adopt

development strategies of the past, or to perpetuate past economic policies 'Which

do not meet the condi tions of countr ies emerging from deoolonization.
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On the vther hand, perhaps we halve not been able to find the nechalisms to

stimulate and mobilize the creative energies of our populations for th: process of

development.

The results of the rupture in the traditional structures of our countries

could be the underlying reascn for the weakness of existing relationships between

political power and society. At the present stage in the life of our peoples, any

development process requires dialogue and permanent interaction between political

power sources and society. 'Any developnent process requires technical capacity and

professional competence. The lack of adequate human resources in inc2pendent

African oountries has been one of the major obstacles to the development of the

continel'\t. The reasons for this are very well known and the impact it has had on

African economies is extremely clear today.

On the domestic scene, we think the conditions are now in place for economic

development, so long as natiooal efforts are accompanied by effective and

substantial international support. For, with the growing interdependence of the

world today, Africa's development will require the financial and technological

co-operation of the industrialized countries.

It is generally recognized today that foreign debt is one of the main

obstacles to the economic growth of the third world countries. Indeed, the

foreign-debt burden, Which has become intolelable, is the reason for the

deterioration of the living conditions of most of our countries and the

difficul ties we witness in the a<bption of appropr ia te economic policies.

Programmes of structural adjustment and other efforts agreed to for the purpose of

mobilizing internal ~esources, including more effective utilization of investments,

have not brought about the expected results because of debt-servicing payments.
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The solution to the debt crisis will have to be fair, flexible and oriented towards

development, while being based on shared responsibility and broader political

dialogue.

The situation, far from b~in9 straightforward, is complex and closely linked

with the deterioration in the terms of trade, the fall in raw-ne.terial prices, the

reduction of public aid to development, high interest rates, exchange-rate

fl~ctuations and the net tr ansfer of developing countr ieg' resources to the

developed countries, particularly through debt-servicing pay~ents. We appreciate

the measures already taken by some cr~ditor com.tries to alleviate the burden of

the indebted countries in serious difficulty.

In the context of the solution which must be fOll'\d, we should take proper

account of the needs of the small and vulnerable countries. Nevertheless, we note

with gratitude the international community's praiseworthy cootributioo to cape

Verde's development process.

The progress we have seen in the area of the protection of human rights shows

us that freedom is the best possible cootext wi thin which to release man's crea tive

energy. For us, human rights are intimately tied to development. They will not be

protected by the mere abolition of arbitrary imprisonment or the simple recognition

of the right to free expression. Nor will human rights be protected when thousands

of persons are s till dYing 0 f hunger every year, and thous CI'lds more in many

countries - even developed countries - continue to live without de.cent housing and

assistance when they are sick Md old. Only the creation of the ne.terial bases for

life and the raising of the professional and cultural standards and the level of

awareness of the people can stab ilize candi tions ensur ing resp!!ct for basic human

rights as well as a more human and just society.
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Among tl1'!! mcot important problems Cl" the present internt:tional scene which we

are considering during this session is the question of the environment and the need

to protect and preserve it ClIld the question of the link between economic growth and

developnont and the defence of the environment. The interdependenc'3 of countr ies

and the need to strengthen multilateralism in this area ate cle!lr.

Indeed, the signs of deterioration in the environment resulting in clin'.atic

ch~ges, the warming of the atmosP'iere and the reduction of the ozone layer seem

finally to have convinced us of the extreme need for the adoption of collective

measures to put an end to this d9terioration CI'ld improve the ecological cQ'lditions

of life on Earth.

The deter ioration of our environment is of ~rticular concern to us in Cape

Verde. IDcated as we are itl a region subject to the harsh clill8te of the Sahara

desert, we have had to wage a tremendous stru9gle against the onslaughts of nature

by fighting the effects of drought and desertification, while at the same time

deo/eloping an anOi tious prograrmne of reforestation. That is our contr ibution to

improving the global environment, and it will prove all the more significant if

greater international support is given to us.

We hope that the interna tional community, CI1d particularly the Uni ted Na Hons

conference on the environment to be held in 1992, will help us to find appropriate

solutions to these problems, because the changes observed in the clill8te,

desertification, the re&Jction of the ozone layer and the pollution of the

atmosphere seriously threaten b'le lives of all of us and require adequate a1d

effective measures, as well as effective international co-operation, under the

auspices of the United Nations.

Because of the human suffer ing, poverty and the upEooting of populations and

the resulting despair, ~;e cannot remain indifferent to the difficult, vulnerable
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si t.v'" tion of millions of re fugees a'ld displaced p~rsons in variolilil parts of the

---------------~------r-
I
I
!
!

I
I
I

situation is very serious indeed" Cootinued efforts are requited to alleviate the

tluffering of thousands of human beings who are 'lTictims of the instability in the

region.

we are gratified at the pra.iseworthy work of the United Nations High

COl'III'Jissioner for Refugees and the contributions ..de by the hoot countries and the

international coJm\unity towards alleviating the suffering of these many victims.

However, we feel that this problem can be solved in a lasting way only when its

underlying causes - which result from the oollOlned effects of ethnic, cultural,

religious, racial, political and other types of discrimination - are eliminated.

Another question with which we are concerned is the urgent need to put an end

to the traffic in IlI1d illegal use of drugs I which have reached alarming propor tions

and are extremely difficult to control. In view of the harmful effects of the use

of drugs, with the resulting increase in the crime rate, the internati{;}nal

colllmJni ty must exert co-ordinated efforts to fight this scourge, which is a true

crime against mankind. We therefore support all the efforts to eliminate this evil

from the face of the Earth.

With respect to southern Africa it seems to us that, after the long and

arduous struggle of the Namibian people for the indepondence of their country,

illegally occupied by South Afr iea, we have finally arrived at a decisive moment

wi th the progress made in the process of implementing Security COl.I\cil resolution

435 (1978). Once the initial problems are overcome, we hope that the process will

t-ead to truly normal and free elections this November that will culminate in the

independence of Namibia. We are convinced that South .~ftica, wh06e credibility is
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at stake in Namibia, will be ~le strietl~' to comply with the timetable md other

conditions laid down in Security Council resolution 435 (l978), the il'lplelDel'\tation

of which will be a victory for all: for the people af Namibia, for the African

continent, for the in~ernational ool'llllunity in general, and for the ~ited Nations

in par ticular.
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Another fundamental questim that must be dealt with by the international

lS/td

Therefore, within the framework of a strategy to eliminate aparthe~, \ihich is

enjoy universally recognized human rights F fundamental freedoms and civil freedoms.

legi timate representatives of the South Afr iean people in order to dismantle

conditions that will facilitate CIld accelerate the elimination of apartheid and

bring ~bout a just, democratic and well-balanced multiracial society in South

sane pou tical tights regardless of race, cul ture, colour or creed, all people must

Africa. In this connectioo we encourage all anti-apartheid forces and all those,

both within and outsi& South Africa, who favour change to oontinue increasing

apartheid and achieve agreement Q'! the measures necessary to change the cOWltry

into a non-racial de1DC'Cracy. In the new society, where a.ll will benefit ftom the

cOl1ll\unity is the need to persevere in the search for ways and means to create

of ~oncern and interest to the international community and the African countries in

that advocate change as well as those that oppose it - to the AfricCI'l countries and

the anti-apartheid forces in the rest of the world. This is the great challenge

nGW facing Africa md the international cOID!ll\mity. By taking up that challenge we

shall take a oonsiderable step tovards the avoidance of future violence and the

o

strengthening of pooce md internatioosl security.

In this context: the People's Rep.lblic of Angola and the Poople's Republic of

Mozambique have adopted courageom meaaures to fJllow palce md s tab ili ty to return

to our two sister countries. We are certain that the international oolllDunity as a

~ole, out of respect for the soverei'gn rihts of- those cocntries, will support

those efforts, whose sole objective is the achievement of dialogue, undel!:standlng

and peace.
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One feature of cooternporary international relat~ons is the emergence of small

States on the world scene. Most of them have come into existence over the last

20 years as a result of the decoloniza tion process successfully carried out lUlder

the auspices of the United Nations. Most of them have small territories, small

populations and limited resources, ~ well as little political influence, small

military forces and modest economic capacities. Many small States are island

States, and vulnerable. They have specific needs that must be appropriately

assessed and addressed in order to find the necessary solutions to their problems.

Poli tically and s tea tegically, ta'lose Sta tes tend to favour neu trali t ..·• The

structural problems resulting from their physical dimensions and the instability

caused by dependency require a staale environment in whidl the internaticnal

cotmlunity has an imp:>rtant role to play to safeguard their security and assist in

their development, thus creating cooditions in which they ccn face Chd master their

destinies with greater confidence, effectiveness and predictability.

The small States can play a useful role in internatiooal relations precisely

because they have neither the multiple interests nor the strategic ambitions of

more powerful States and CCh thus make a pesi tive ccntributiQl to international

peace and security.

We should not like to conclude without referring to another phenomenon that

affects the small States~ the question of ethnic snd cultural minorities, which

has become more acute in recent times. As a small country in a gr~ling community

of some 150 States having different sizes, degrees of power, economic capacities

and objectives, we are very sensitive to the question of the ethnic and cultural

minorities, Whose rights and guarantees of rights are often denied. That is Why we

reject any form of racial and social discrimination and defend the international

legal order in a mul tiracial ~d mul ticul tural ~.1orld that should give broad

safeguards and guarantee those rights for all.
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Despi te the tremendous progress made in the area of human rights, effective

protection of and respect for the fundamental rights of minorities is an area in

which our voices and our actions, tragically, have been violated and have failed.

That is Why we in Cape Verde are deeply concerned by events in various regions of

the world in Which the rights of ethnic minorities are violated flagrantly and

systematically. The spiritual wealth of mankind lies in its ethnic and cultural

diversity. \'hen the culture of a minority is repressed or its existence threatened

we all lose, because that oonsti tutet: an att&ck on the fundamental rights of man)

and when a culture is suppressed or disappears, that is an irreparable loss. The

ethnic and cultural minorities deserve the full protection of the United Nations

and the international community in general.

As a peace-loving country whose people are striving for development, and as a

nation which is an integral part of the United Nations family, Cape Verde will

continue to make its contribution on the national, regional and international

levels to the promtion and realization of the ideals of social justice, to the

strengthening of the brotherhood among peoples, and the creation of conditions for

prosperity and well-being for all, in a joint universal effort to ensure respect

for human r igh ts and the r igh ts of peopl es.

The PRESIDENT; On behalf of the General Assent>ly, I wish to thank the

Prima Minister of the RepUblic of Cape Verde for the importCl'lt sta tement he has

just made.

Mr. Pedro Verona Pires, Prime Minister of the Republic of Cape Verde, was

escorted from the rostrum.
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Mr. MALILE (Albania) (interpretation from Frenchh On behalf of the

delega Hon of the People' s Socialist Republic of Albm ia, I have the pieasure to

address to you, Sir, the representative of a friendly African nation, our

congratulations en your electiat to the high office of President of the current

session of the General Assembly.

I would also extend my congratulations to the Secretary-General of the United

Nations, Mr. Perez de Cuellar, on his efforts and his commitment to strengthening

the role of the United Nations in coping with the acute problems ef our time in the

the cause of peace and security.

The Albanian delegation, like the delegations of the overwhelming major ity of

the States Members of the United Nations, has come to this session of the General

Assenbly with the sincere desire to join its efforts with those of other States for

the improvement of the international atmosphere and the promtion of international

security. There is no doubt that an open and constructive debate fre~ of

reservations and preconceptions about present world developments would contribu te

to the success of this debate.~

* Mr. Kharrazi (Islamic Republic of Iran), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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The Albanian delegation believes that the present-day international situation

is complex. In many cases, developments are as contradictory as they ere fluid and

unstable. They are characterized by a relaxation of tension in some areas and an

increase in others, while the settlement of a problem in one region is accompanied

by the emergence and exacerbation of problems in another. The current political

dialogue in the relations between the two super-Powers, wh ich has found concrete

expression in their agreements on a nu11ber of minor arms reductions or in their

steps to eliminate certain hot-beds of regional oonflict, have led to a relative

easing of tension. Efforts are frequently made to portray this as a qualitative

change in present-day international relations or as an irreversible trend towards

international peace and security, a new era. Ellt past experience and present

developments force us to reoognize that the present relaxation of tension between

the tklited States and the Soviet tklion is no guarantee that threat of war has been

eliminated. Today, interference in the internal affairs of others has increaoed

under vat iOlE pretexts and threa tens to upset the balance, wi th incalculable

consequences.

Albania is in favour of improving the atmosphere and eas ing the tension in

Europe. It is for peace and the strengthening of security on our continent. The

ways these problems are regarded and the paths leading to their solution may differ.

fran State to State, but it is essential that the policy and concrete actions of

each of these States help to attain that goal. We feel that Albania, by pursuing a

fully independent policy outside all blocs and permitting no foreign bases and

troops on its territory, has done and continues to serve the cause of security and

peace in Europe.

In the field of disarmament, too, the agreements between the two super-Powers

are minimal and have not affected the enormous arsenals of weapons of every sort in

theit possession. Declarations of impressive proposals and counter-proposals
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concerning deep cuts of up to 50 per cent in strategic weapons cannot conceal the

arms race, which continues, or the manufacture of new generations of evar more

modern and sophisti".ated weapons. So true is this that we now have good reason to

state that the dividing line between the dangers of nuclear arms and the dangers of

conventional arms has almost disappeared~ We believe that the problems of

disarmament can be oonfronted and set on the road to solution through the

collective and individual efforts and actions of all States.

At a time when the arms race oontinues, when hot-beds of tension and crisis

persist, the interests of peace call for the adoption of effective measures towards

disarmament, the dismantling of political and military blocs, the removal of

foreign bases and the return of foreign armies within their national borders, and

the cessation of all interference in the intel:nal affairs of other States.

From time to time the super-Powers set forth new theories and poli tical

doctrines, as well as ideas and models, which they seek to impose on others,

presenting them as almost universal criteria for the development of democratic

processes, and which they attempt to establish, in one way or another, as

pre-condi Hons for rela Hons between States. Alban ia maintains that peoples and

States nust be free to choose their own paths to sovereign development, to preserve

their national identity, and to play their rightful role in the course of world

events.

Albania is and always has been in favour of a democratization of international

relations that would allow all States, large and small, to make their voices

heard. In light of that necessity, the role of the United Nations in international

affairs becomes even more significant. As the experience of the past two or three

years has shown, the commitment of the United Nations to solving certain critical

problems is an indica tion of the potentials and importance it can have when it

plays its true role in accordance with the Charter. We believe that the important
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problems of our time should not bE left for discussion by only a narrow circle of

States or to a dialogue hy the super-Powers) rather, they must be brought to the

thited Nations. That would confirm the weight and power of the international

conmunity.

It is certainly in the international coillllunity's interest to avoid regional

crises and conflicts, since these constitute hot-beds of tension exacerbated and

manipulated by others against the interests of the peoples. Thus, it is the

parties directly involved and concerned in these conflicts and crises, and not

external forces, that should play the decisive roles in settling them. Short-term

solutions, especially those imposed from without, cannot endure. In our view, the

formula of "national reconciliati~n", applied under the tutelage of the

super-Powers, leaves the door open for interference and destabilizationJ the case

of Afghanistan is an example of that. In the interests of independent development

and peace, interference in Central America and SOUth-East Asia must cease, and the

solutions to their problems lIlJ.st conform to the aspirations of the peoples

concerned. Similarly, the Korean people must not be prevented from achieving the

reunification of its homeland free from outside interference.

As a Mediterranean country, Albania considers that any step towards the

creation of a favourable pol itical cl imate in the Med! tenanean requires the

withdrawal of the super-Powers' fleets and warships. That step would help to make

it a sea of peace and friendship alOOng the peoples of the countries that border on

it, and a bridge of co '"Opera tion wi th the other reg ions of. the world.

When we speak of the Mediterranean, we cannot help thinking of Lebanon, which

is living through a veri table tragedy. Israel and the forces of reaction have

imposed on it a lengthy fratricidal war with extremely serious consequences. It is

for the Lebanese people itself to establish its own national unity in all

sovereignty. In the Middle East, the Arab peoples have been fighting against
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tmperialist-Zioniat aggression for several decades. Standing out in that context

is the heroic struggle of the Palestinian people, bearing living witness to the

dauntless efforts of a valiant people that cannot be conquered by violence or

tanks, nor by the genocide practised by those that oomnit aggression against it.

The Albanian people and Government have always felt close to the fra ternal

Arab peoples and their just struggle. We regard the proclamation of the

Palestinian State and its international recognition as a very important

development, offering greater possibilities for the settlement of that key problem

in the Middle East. The uprising of the Palestinian people - the intifadah - which

has been going on for nearly two years in the occupied territories, enjoys the

unreserved support of the Alban ian people as a leg! timate struggle. The Alban lan

people has also hailed the positive steps towards the strengthening of unity in the

Arab world, which it considers to be a decisive factor in the just settlement of

the Palestinian problem and of the Middle East crisis as a whole.
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Against the background of developments and endeavours to achieve poli tical

settlements of conflicts and hotbeds of tension the cease-fire agreement in Angola

and the agreement on the granting independence to Namibia cannot fail to have a

considerable impact on the over-all situation in the southern part of the African

continent. 'The Albanian delegation condemns the violence and crimes of the south

African regime, which continues to persist in its detested oolonialist policy of

racial discrimination.

The Albanian people support the African countries in ~~eir just struggle

against imperialist neo-colonialist exploitation. We associate ourselves with the

efforts of the Organization of African Unity to strengthen its unity in support of

the struggle of the Azan ian people to put an end to the ha ted apartheid regime in

South Africa, an anachronism in the modern world that constitutes a challenge to

all manic ind.

looking back over the developnent of events in the world since the last

session of the United Nations General Assembly, we witness an intensification of

internal contradictions in a number of countries, the negative consequences of

which extend far beyond national borders. Multinational States, which are a

reality in today's world, cannot speak of genuine democracy so long as they fail to

achieve derrocratic relations among the nations, nationalities ald minorities that

comprise them. If an aggravation of inter-ethnic relations is being observed

today, that shows that in those States ethnic or national issues have not been

properly addressed.

Albania has always maintained that minorities, wherever they may be, should

enjoy equal rights vi th the rest of a country IS popula tion, in keeping vi th the

norms of international law. We have always mainta ined that minorities should be

important factors for raeprochement and fdendship between peoples and States.
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Recently a process of co-operation has begun among the countries of the

Balkans. The meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of Balkan States that was

held last year has been followed by a number of other activities of a political,

economic, scientific and technical character. That process constitutes a positive

trend that reflects the fundamental interests of the peoples of the peninsula and

the cause of peace in the region and in all of Europe. The peoples of our

peninsula aspire to and need peace and understanding, co-operation cnd friendship,

and not destabilization and mutual animosity.

The Albanian Government will wo~k tirelessly to ensure that that process does

not come to a halt but that it is, instead, advanced and consolidated. We hope and

we wish that the other Balkan countries ~ill do likewise, overcoming certain r~cent

developments that run counter to the spirit of understanding and to the conmitments

underta... en within the context of Balkan co-operation.

Albania has never interfered - nor does it intend to interfere - in the

internal affairs of other States. However, prompted by a sincere concern about the

fostering of Balkan co-operation and confidence, as well as out of a sense of moral

justice and on the basis of deJlDcratic a."'ld other humane considerations enshrined in

the United Nations Charter and in other international instruments, my country

cannot fail to mention the tragic events that occurred in Kosovo in the spring of

this year, along with the repression of the Albanians and their national democratic

rights, events that continue today and that are in defiance of every norm of

freedom, of democracy and of social and cultural emancipation. The Albanian

Government and people - along with world pUblic opinion, including that of sound

Yugoslav circles - have condemned and continue to condemn the killing and

imprigonments of hundreds of thousands of Albanians who are calling for equality

and for the same rights as are enjoyed by fellow-citizens in their federal state

Md for the retention of their autonomy, language, culture md national traditions.
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White papers or yellow literature may be produced, but they cannot justifY the

fact that the law in KOsovo is made by tanks and policeman or that, following the

constitutional amendments, the number of Albanian schools has been reduced and the

Kosovo intellectuals and youth are being persecuted. The so-called

differentiation, which in fact constitutes isolation, an unprecedented and inhuman

moral, economic and political boycott, has affected the best-known intellectuals,

academicians and teachers, down to the schoolchildren themselves.

Albania has been and remains directly concerned to ensure the stabilization of

the si tua tion in Yugoslavia, since the freedom cnd independence of both countries

are linked. Any evil in one country affects the other. The normalization of the

situation in Kosovo, the national and economic emancipation of the Albanians in

Yugoslavia, where they make up an entity of some 3 million inhabitants, and

recognition of their equality of rights with the other national groups and

nationalities of the Federation, would serve to strengthen Yugoslavia itself.

The interests of the peoples of the region require that the bitter legacy of

the past be overcome and that no new difficulties be added, instead, real efforts

should be made to improve the f!iendly atmosphere and to strengthen fruitful

co-operation.

As has been announced, in the autumn of next year the second meeting of

Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Balkan States will be l-\eld in Albania. It is

our desire that, through the concerted efforts of all States of the region, facing

up to present-day realities, that important meeting will mark a new cnd more

advanced stage in our work towards multilateral co-operation and strengthened

relations of good-neighbourliness. We are sure that that will be the case. We

regard good-neighbourliness as the expression of mutual obligations and of the

desire and interests of our pc.'Oples and countries to live in peace Md friendship

with one another.
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AlbCllia, which has sincerely committed itself to the process of Balkan

co~peration, regards it as a realistic alternative for strengthening peace in the

region. It considers that, as a part of Eutope, the Balkans, which has suffered so

much from feuds, upheavals and wars, needs peace, tranquillity and stability today

more than ever in order to overcome the bitter past and the region's relative

backwardness when compared with the rest of the continent, as well as to

demonstrate our regi.on's interest in, and contribution to, the development of

positive EUropean processes oorrrpatible with peace.
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An important aspect of the demcratization of international relations which is

making itself felt greatly today is that of economic relations 00 the world scale.

Inequality in trade exchanges, the imposi tion of protectiooist measures CIld tari ff

barriers and the widespread use of the loan mechanism by the developed industrial

countries have widened the economic gap between them CIld the developing countries.

The fact that this situation persists and is worsening is directly affecting the

stability of international relations, in which economic relations - more so today

than ever before - are inseparably intertwined with political relations.

It is not easy to understClld appeals for detente and for the strengthening of

international security when some industrialized countries are becoming richer and

richer by exploi ting deVeloping countries, among others, and the developing

countries are becoming poorer every day. tbwadays, when the question of human

rights has become a subject for concern and a burning issue to the extent that it

has become politicized in the extreme, even in cases which involve individuals, can

one really put any fai th in the concern expressed when a blind eye is turned to the

fate of the millions of people in various parts of the world under threat of

famine? The dema'\ds of the developing countr ies - which are frequently referred to

as the "poor men's club" although they represent an overwhelming majority of United

Nations Member States - for equality to be established in international economic

relations are legi timate, should be heard out and proper answer made to them.

The HUci t traffick ing in Md the use of drugs have now become a sac ial

problem and social evil in many countr les. The phenomenon has never occurred in

Albania and is not occurring there now. A healthy tradition and edlcaUooal

measures apart, the State, through str ict laws, provides for severe punishments for

the illegal use, possess ion CI'1d sale of narcotics. At the same time, Alban ia has

tal(en steps to block any possible traffic in drugs throughout its territory.
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We think that the fight against drugs should not be used as a cover for particular

political designs.

In our time, ecological problems have become extremely acute, and the danger

resul ting from the pollution of the environment has increased even more. It is now

an acknowledged fact that the most serious ecological damage due to pollution on

the world scale is being caused by the superindllStrialized cOlJJ'itries~ which are the

greatest consumers and processors of raw materials. The concern in this regard is

all the greater tmen one is aware that some of these countries are dwnping their

technological wastes, some with radioactive content, in developing countries.

Albania, which is itself demonstra ting the greatest concern to protect the

environment within its own territory, including the Adriatic region, joins with

those other countries which are rightly demanding that those who are moat

responsible for pollution should feel obliged to improve the situation and solve

the problem.

For the Albanian people, which has had a centur ies-long struggle for its

territory, freedom and existence, the safeguarding of its independence and full

national sovereignty is sacred. With the principle of independence at the

foundation of its policy, Albania has at the same time made its modest contribution

to the cause of peace and security. It has established and maintains fair,

fruitful and friendly relations with the great majority of cOl.l'ltries, whim is why

our country has felt and still feels that it is an integral and aetive part of the

international community.

The reality of Albania in the 45 years since Liberation and the changes and

progress made in many areas are the happy outcome of the socialist course it has

taken. The fact that the popu~ation has tripled over these four decades while

I
I
I

~---~
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average life expect.ancy has increased from 38 years at Liberatim to 72 years today

is proof of the far-reaching economic and social changes that have been made in my

country.

We are well aware that, despi te everything our people has <bne in A:Lbania

through the labour of its hCl'\ds and the sweat of its brow, we are not at the end of

the road, but the important thing is that we are convinced that our road is the

right one and opens up to us t&'1e prospect of con tinned progress.

Wishing that the work of this Assembly should be ocnducted in the most

constr~~tive spirit possible and to the benefit of peace, the Albanian delegation

will not fail to make its contribution towards attaining this goal.

Mr. RICAAOO GARCIA (Dominican Republic) (interpretation from Spanish):

It is a great honour and pleasure for me to return to this rostrum for the

forty-fourth session of the Assembly and to address it on behalf of my country, the

tbminican Republic.

It is also a matter of grea t satisfaction to me to convey to

Mr. Joseph Nanven Garba the warm congratula tions of the Dominican Government, and

of our del,~gation in partic.Jlar, on his well-deserved election to the presidency of

this great gathering. I look forward confidently to his complete success in this

sensitive undertaking inasmuch as he is a Gkilled and seasoned diplomat from a

region which is mdergoing a steady process of growth and development - a fact that

can be observed in the importance and the scope of the Convention concluded between

the European Economic Communi ty and the African, Car ibbean ald Paci fie Sta tes,

better knOlPn as the lame Convention, the progress of which we have been following

in our country wi th nuch interest and wi th a great feeling of solidarity. His
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outstanding personal qualities will ensure that the work and the deliberations of

this session will be guided with due deliberation and the highest aims. In this

respect, he cm count on our resolute co-operation.

This is a suitable opportunity to express our high esteem for that outstanding

Argentine internatiooalist, Mr. DCIlte Caputo, for his exemplary guid-:..nce of the

work of the last session.
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Cb this solemn occas ion we should like to place on record our grea t

appreciation and admiration for the secretary-General of our Organization,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, for the valuable, timely and unstinting work that he

has been doing to promote peace and understanding among the peoples and nations of

the Earth.

At the beginning of my statement I should like to thank the representatives

for their attention to n)¥ sincere message of goodwill from a part of the globe that

has been calli:!d upon to play a major role from the time of the a~riva.l in the New

World of the vis ionary, the admiral of the seas Chr istopher Colurobus, a portentous

event that changed the course of history.

Hispaniola has had the honour of having its capi tal Santo Il:lmingo, as t:.'le

headquarters of the first administrative, religious, cultural, scientific and

economic institutions of the American continent.

From this confluence of cultures, ethnic groups, customs and traditions on

Hispaniola, the first voices were raised in defence of the indigenous races, which

formed a new and juridical concept of equality and justice among human beings,

through jus gentium, the law of nations, in which one can find the true roots of

modern international law, and as a result, the distant origins of the international

bodies designed to ensure the observance and effectiveness of the inherent rights

of the human person.

Under that auspicious beacon, in this lofty body in which all the nations of

the world are represented with their own particular characteristics, we are again

meeting in a yearly pilgrimage to find peace. But this ideal, which is so

difficult to express in specific terms, cannot be fully achieved unless it is by
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means of open and respectful, but firm and conclusive, dialogue, with a view to

putting an end to terrorism and drug trafficking, in whatever form or under any

pretext.

It is natural that any undertaking directed towards limiting the arms race and

eliminating deadly weapons should be seen as a comforting and encouraging example.

That is the case with respect to the agreement on the limitation of strategic

weapons between the United States and the Soviet Union, which was jointl}o" announced

by Secretary of States James Baker and Minister for Foreign Affa irs

Eduard Shevardnadze. Special mention should be made of the plan proposed at this

sesuion of the General Assenbly by the President of the United States,

Mr. George Bush, to rid the Earth of the scourge of chemical weapons, a proposal

that was weloomed by the Soviet Union. These positive steps, which demonstrate the

will of both super-Powers to reduce the causes of tens ion and disagreement, will

have a favourable impact on world politics in the coming years.

Once again, I should like to recall that the Dominican Republic, a Caribbean

nation, is aware that its developnent is indissolubly linked to that of our

neighbour, Haiti, and of the other countries of the area. Our trade with those

oountr ies had been minimal desp! te the geographic" ethnic, histor ie and economic

bonds that uni te us. Hence our Government has begun an energetic movement towards

integration with our Caribbean brothers, since we are fully convinced that it is

only by means of joint, uni ted e ffor ts tha t we shall a ch ieve the goals tha t will

bIlng us full developnent for our peoples.

Wi th regard to the tragic situation in Central lImer iea, our country reiterates

that it is interested in co~perating in the search for a speedy and moot fi tting

solution of this oonflict. We categorically support the agreements ".hat have been

entered into in the search for peace by the five Central American Presidents - the
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Esquipulas II Agreements and the Playa del Tesoro Declara tions - aimed at achieving

a peaceful negotiated solution to the Central lcnerican crisis. The recent Tela

presidential summit demonstrates that there is hope that peace can be achieved, for

peace is the essential prerequisite for the solution of the political, eoonomic and

social proble~ of the region.

The Dominican Republic has noted with particular interest the events occurring

throughout Africa, not only because of its impact on international policies, but

also because the African race is part of our awn ethnic and cultural substratum.

We stand in solidarity with the African peoples and participate in efforts to solve

their problems, which are similar to those facing all developing countries. The

situation in southern Africa continues to be explosive, with unforeseeable

consequences for peace and security in the area) its prolongation has an impact on

international stability.

Security Council resolution 435 (1978) contains the basic elements for a just

and lasting solution of the question of Namibia. For almost 20 years the South

African apartheid regime has been illegally occupying the Territory, in defiance of

all the r:elevant United Nations resolutions. We defend Namiba's fundamental right

to sel f -de te rmination •

The delegation of the Dominican Republic believes that the system of

government in South African breeds violence, injustice, oppression, inequality and

discrimination - in other words, everything that flies in the face of the ideals

beh ind the founding of the Uni ted Na tions. The eradiea Hen of apar theid and

independence for Namibia will create the necessary conditions for a return to peace

in sou thern Afr iea.
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we call for the cessation of the growing hostilities between Syrian forces and

Lebanese Christian soldiers. Despite this escalation, the efforts for peace that

have begun recently give us hope for a def!ni tive solution of the conflict.

The situation in the Middle Fast, which is of great concern to all nations of

the .world, has a direct impact on Dominicans, because aIOOng our ethnic groups there

are many people with Palestinian, Syrian, Arab and Israeli roots, with the

resultant influence they bring to our national life.

The n:>minican Republic has been concerned for several years about the

situation in the Korean peninsula. Our country has supported the view that Korean

affairs must be solved peacefully by means of dialogue between the two Koreas. The

Republic of Korea must be admitted to membership in the United Nations in keeping

with the principle of universality. Its entry into the Organization would

contribute to reducing tens ion a'ld pronoting peace in north-eastern $1a. The

tbminican Republic has viewed favourably the formula for the unHication of the

Korean community that was proposed recently by the Government of the Republic of

Korea to pronote peaceful coexistence between the south and the north of Korea.

The serious and tragic situation in many developing nations makes it

imperative for us urgently to adopt effective and concrete measures to improve the

living conditions of millions in the third world. The presence in this important

gathering of a growing number of Heads of State or Government from those countries

is clear proof of the world-wide interest and expectations regarding the resul ts

and conclusions of this session, which has also brought together representatives of

the most powerful and developed COWl tries of the world.

------------- ----~-
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The si tua tion of the nations of the th ird world is so cri tical and paradoxical

that their economies are constantly stagnating or actually deteriorating. There

will be no improvement until more favourable candi tions are provided for access by

our export products to the developed countries' markets. If that goal is achieved,

and if the developing count.ries receive better treatment in negotiations regarding

their external debt from the creditor nations and entities, we shall have an

opportunity, with the impetus of this necessary co-operation, to embark

energetically and qptimistically upon the path of our developnent.

Thus, it is obvious that the solution to the general problem of the external

debt cannot be achiev~d with the ways and means that have been used to date, since

in most cases they do not allow for eccnomic growth and therefore subject peoples

to impoverishment and social upheaval.

The international community, aware of the intricate nature of this problem,

which is not merely economic in nature, recognizes that the thi ted Nations has the

oompetence to seek a solution in the pol ideal sphere.

The posi tion of the Dominican Republic was defined graphically by His

Excellency Mr. Joaquin Balaguer, the President of the D>miniean Republic, in his

speech at the opening meeting of the Twelfth Annual Conference on Investment, Trade

and Developnent, held in Miami, in the United States, in N;)vell'ber of 1980. He said:

"The goal set forth in Berlin for the third-world countries is not. to pay

the public debt but, above all, to achieve sustained economic growth and an

increase in per'"'Capita income that will guarantee our dispossessed masses the

right to eat, to clothe themselves, to educate their children and to live

under a decent loof. In other words, the third-world countries face two

challenges - not one, as was said in Berlin. The first is to live) the

secmd, to pay ft.
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Since terrorism continues to affect all nations to such a &gree Md with such

tragic and disastrous consequences, sowing fear and insecur ity I a strong,

interns tionally co-ordinated plan must be ac.bpted to combat it more firmly and

thereby ensure its eradication.

One of the most er iminal and frequent forms of ter rorist action is the attacks

against passengers, flights and airports. Such attacks are increasingly stirring

the universal conscience.

The Dominican Republic strongly condemns the subversive activities of

international terrorism, which is carried out indiscriminately against mothers,

innocent children and the ill - in other words, against life itself, the most

prec ious th ing we own.

The alarming problem of drugs has reached sudl dimensions, it terms both of

production and of trade and const.m1ption, that our delega tion wishes to place it on

record that the Dominican Government is struggling with all the means in its power

to deal wi th this social evil that is spreading like a flood. For that purpose our

courts have been imposing increasingly severe sentences on drug traffickers.

Publicity has been given to this throughout the country with a view to ensuring

that drug users and traffiCkers are aware of it and that people understand the evil

and disastrous consequences of this illegal trade.

We also give our moral support to the battle which is being waged by countries

throughout the coo tinent and "mose development we are following wi th great interest.

At this diffiwlt historical time of conflict, with acute, burning problems

that I have mentioned in this statement - to which my colleagues in the Assembly

have been good enough to listen with attention - there have been signs of detente

and an improvement in international relations above and beymd diverse cri ticism or

positions. I should like to express on behalf of the Government that I have the
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honour of represen ting and on my own behalf, our fervent des ire to see concrete

form given to the ideals and principles that led to the establishment of the world

Organization, in which mankind has placed its hopes for a better future in which

the ethical and spiritual values that underlie our civilization prevail.

Mr. IOP& (J)NTRERAS (Hooduras) (interpretatim from SpCliish): I feel

very honoured to be here once again to speak to the General Assembly on behalf of

the Government of President Jose Azcona.

I should like to begin my statement by extending to you, Sir, my sincere

congratulations 00 your election as President of this session of the General

Assembly. I am certain that your abilities and your experience will be decisive in

ensuring the success of our deliberations.

Forty-five years ago my country came to the cl ty of san Francisoo to sign the

United Nations Charter, convinced that the new Organization would play a major role

of maintaining international peace and security and ensuring respect for human

rights and the prouotion of individual and collective progress.

As time has gone by, our faith in the Organization not only has survived

intact but has grown because of its achievements. I need only recall the extremely

important work done by the United Nations in the field of decolonization and in

pronr>ting the codification of international law, as well as the efforts to ensure

better standards of living for mankind.

But it is in the area of the maintenance of peace that the major efforts of

our Org\U'\ization have been most obvious. This work has been made possible by the

ooncerted 'action of Henber States and the most comendable activities of the

Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar. It has also been facilitated by

the new climate of relaxation of tension which seems to prevail in the world.
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l
Today, the Government of Hooduras again expresses its belief in the united

Nations and repeats its commitment to the purposes and principles of the

OrgClliza tion, convinced that it will continue to play a crucial role in the

attainment of our col1lilOn goals.
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For many years mankind has been divided by ioeological confrontations derivil19

from the oold war - the most obvious example of the oonflict between Fast and

West. Furthermore, in addi tion to the real threat of open con fron ta tion between

the super-Powers, there have been many localized confl iets in various parts of the

world.

Against this disturbing backdrop, we have seen with concern how vast ecx:>nornic

resources have been spent on a ruinous arms race. And yet the new climate of

detente augurs well for u fundamental change in international relations that could

br ing the end 0 f su ch s truggles •

The ooming to power of a new generation of politicians in the Soviet Union has

opened up prospects of major changes occurr ing in that country as well as other

countries of Eastern EUrope.
.

In fact the pragmatism delOOnstrated by that new leadership is changing the

attitude of some Marxist Governments which now seem to be searching in the western

WOrld for the authentic values of freedom and democracy, including economic

concepts which not too long ago were being rejected by those regimes.

There is no doubt that respect for the human rights and p:>litical and social

freedoms of the individual is the sine gua non for the ma ter ial progress of

mankind. Consequently, concerted international efforts must be intensified in

order to ensure such respect.

~day the major features of democracy - such as free elections, freedom of

expression and the right to organize political partias - are developing more fully

in various parts of the world to a greater or lesser degree. We have witnessed the

demoli tion of some of the ideological walls built in the past which represented an

effort to protect a political system that had proved inoperative because it was

unable to provide the citizens with the rights that it supposedly upheld.
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In view of those political changes it is difficult to understand how in some

countries of the world there can still exist Governments attempting to impose - by

force of arms in many cases - and to export regimes based on ooctrines and

ideologies which have been recognized as not viable by those who used to advocate

them.

The changes taking place in several Eastern countries may well contribute to

peace in the world o :Encouraging such changes and their consolidation and extension

is in the interests of mankind as a whole. In this context, perestroika is welcome.

Last year when we addressed the Assembly, we said hCM pleased we were at what

had been done in obtaining peaceful negotiated solutions to some of the most

difficult and bloodiest conflicts. We mentioned inter alia the end of hostilities

between Iran and Iraq and the progress achieved in the negotiations for Namibian

independence and the wi thdrawal of foreign troops fran Namib ian. terri tory. We

would also like to see the end of the odious policy of ~rtheid. We welcome the

return to their country of origin of the foreign troops that were in Afghanistan,

an indispensable step for national reconciliation and effective self~etermination

for the Afghan people.

We are also pleased at the decision reached by the Governments of Argentina

and the United Kingdom to begin contacts which, we hope, will lead to a solution of

their dispute in relation to the Malvinas.

The situation in the Middle East continues to be a focus of international

tension. Although the Camp David agreements gave us hope for JOOvernent towards

peace, unfortunately there has been no expansion of dialogue in the area. There is

the possibility of a properly structured international peace conference on the

Middle East, and such a conference might well be the key to the solution of this

conflict.
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My Government wishes to associate itself with the concern expressed by His

Holiness, Pope John Paul 11 in regard to the most distressing events in Lebanon.

The world is powerless before the violent and continued destruction of that

country, which was once an example of peaceful coexistence among communities with

different religions. My Government is ready to support any resolution that could

bring an end to that heart-breaking tragedy.

In early June the whole world watched stupefied at how the Government of the

People's Republic of China responded to a peaceful student demonstration with

violent repressive measures. The bloody events of Tiananmen Square, followed by

executions and incarcerations, deserve universal condemnation.

It has ~en the practice at the United Nations that the right to

self-determination referred fundamentally to peoples under colonial rule. Th~t

right, however, is in no way limited to those peoples, nor is it circumscribed to a

given political situation which is now vanishing. Indeed, when the right to

self-d~termination is invoked, emphasis is put on the ability of all pec es freely

to choose the type or form of Government they deem best for themselves.

The basic concept is therefore free choice which, as set forth in resolution

1541 (XV) adopted by the General Assembly in 1960, must be carried out

" ... through informed anc democratic processes, impartially conducted and

based on universal adult suffKage. The Unitad Nations could, when it deems it

necessary, supervise these processes." (resolution 1541 (XV), principle IX)

In the light of that principle, each State is bound internally to guarantee to

its own people the exercise of the right to self-determination. Paradoxically, we

freauently see how this right is violated through a twisted interpretation in order

to crush the popular will.
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Republic of Panama, which led to a disregard of the popular will expressed in the

meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American cont.inent I stated our
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we again express the hope t.l1at the International Conference in Paris (Xl the

question of Cambodia will mark the beginning of a dialogue that can lay the bases

for a jlSt and lasting settlement of that conflict. The people of Cambodia must be

enabled, without foreign intervention, and as soon possible, to determine their am

fate.

On the question of Western sahara, my G:lvernment supports the resolutions of

the C-eneral Assembly calling for a referendum that will permit the people of that

country to decide what future is best for them.

On the Korean question, my country advocates, ald would encourage,

negotiations between South Korea and lbrth Korea towards a peacefUl solution of

t&'leir differences. In accordance with the principle of the uni·..ersality of the

United Nations, we reaffirm our belief that all nations that subscribe to the

principles of the San Francisco Charter should be able to becone part of the United

Nations family should they so desire. In particular, we support the Republic of

Korea in its wish to join ..

On the situation in Central A~erica, to which I shall refer later in greater

detail, I want to point to the significant developments in the efforts to solve the

crisis. The summit meeting held by the Central American Presidents in Tela,

HQldurasc concluded with the signing of major agreements, mase implementation will

guarantee the process of normali~ation in Central America.

Today, ioore than ever before, mankind is aware of the ser tous challenge posed

by illegal drug trafficking and its consequences. A few years agog in another

in terna tional forum, t.'1e delega tion of Hondur as spoke about the dangerous 1ink

o

I
I

between political terrorism and drug traffickers. We s&ida

IV, •• typi fying the al::borrent phenomenom called narea-terrorism, that

ineEOrable enemy of youth in particular and of mankind in gen~rali is that it
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tends to destroy, bit by bit, the physical and moral integrity of our peoples

in order to reach its t.reacherous goals. The promoters of this vile bus iness

own sophisticated equiprr~nt and machinery; ~ley have international contacts

and a strong defence apparatus which enables them to confront their respective

Governments and authori ties. Our Organization cannot remain aloof from these

repugnant actions, and must take initiatives not. only to condemn them firmly

but to make available to Member States the legal instruments necessary for the

prevention and p,lnishment of such er imes."

Drug trafficking mlSt be attacked in all its aspects. Production and

processing facilities must be destroyed, and demand and use must be eliminated or

at least reduced. If that is achieved, the countries serving as bridges, which,

owing to their geographical location, are usually the real victims, will be cut out

of the crime routes, thus putting a stop to the enormous illicit profits from money

laundering, which can have a dangerous influence on States at different levels of

the power structure.

In this connection, we welcome the initiatives of the P~esident of the United

States of America and other Heads of State to fight this problem through a

programme to reduce drug use and to assist other Governments to stop drug

production and trafficking. My Government again states it's determinatioo to cb its

utmost to contribute to the eradication of this scourge. We express our solidarity

with the President, Mr. Virgilio Barco Vargas, Md Government of Colombia in their

efforts.

last year the General Assembly adopted resolution 42/169, which established

the intenla tional decade for natural disaster reduction. My country, conscious of

the enormous material and human losses caused by such disasters throughout the

world, was one of the sponsors of that resolu tion. In this connection, one is
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reminded of the hurricane Hugo, which recently devastated various Caribbean States

and part of t.he American mainland.

It is clear that ooncerted international action can encourage the adoption of

measures to reduce the d.::.,nage done by natural disasters. For such actioo to

succeed, however, it is necessary to strengthen civil-defence structures and

institutions charged with study, prevention, assistance and rehabilitation.

I take this opportunity to restate my Government's recognition of the efforts

of the United Nations in the field of international co~peration. In this

connection, the work of the United Nations Developnent Progranme (mmp) should be

singled out.

The difficult economic situation faced by Central American countries -

including, of COl:lrse, Hooduras - has worsened because of the drop in the prices of

traditional export products, the burden of servicing foreign debt, and increased

protectiooism in various parts of the world. In addition, political tension and

confl iets affecting the Central American isthmus in the last decade have

discouraged foreign investment and tourism. I feel that this si tua tion cannot be

solved unless the .Central American States take joint action, with support from the

international community. The agreements signed by the Presidents of the Central

hIIer ican countr ies to pu t an end to the er is is in the atea and the welcome they

have received have resultoo in important international initiatives.

The launching of the Special Plan of Economic Co~peration for Central America

is the result of concerted action by the international community. It supports

conmitments by the Central 1Vllerican countries themselves to try to improve the

standard of living of their peoples and to achieve social justice as the foundation

for firm and lasting peace.
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My Government has participated actively with other Govel:nments in the re9ion

in work related to the laWlching of the Special Plan of Economic Co-opex:ation for

Central America, which is being carried out mder the auspices of UNlP. We hc~

that that forum can be used as an additional means of dialogue to channel the

necessary resources for promoting development, strengthening the del1Dcra thJa tion

process, and ensuring peace.

In the context of Central Anter ica, I should remind the General A<3sembly that

Hcnduras has to provide temporary she1 ter for the very large number of peeple

immigrating irregularly because of violence in other countries in the area. More

than 60 per cent of the ·na tional territory is covered by forest, and, already,

almost all the fertile agricultural areas are taken up.
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The denographic pressure of th is enormous illegal immigra tion, which accounts

n~ for 10 per cent of the entire Honduran population, has oontr ibuted greatly to

the establishment of a slope-type agriculture that has led to a def".eriora tion in

our environment; and catastrophic effects over the medium and long terms are to be

expected unless measures aLe taken to control this migration. Conservation and

re-establishment of the ecological balance are an absolute priority for the

survival of mankind.

At the international meeting on Central American refugees, held in Guatemala

late in May this year, the Government of Honduras set forth the following criteria

underlying its refugee policy. The problelll of refugees in the area is and must be

a temporary one. The refugee phenomenon is pou. tical in nature. This implies the t:.

its solution will be possible only if political and social conditions are created

which can encourage and facilitate the return of refugees to their countries of

origin. Fbr this to be feasible, the international community must encourage

measures to strengthen normal ins ti tutions guaranteeing the rule of law C'4\d peace

in all countries in the area. We believe that international assistance to resolve

this problem must be provided in proportion. to the sacrifices made by countries

that have taken in refugees, and the efforts by the countries of origin to expedite

the repatriation of their citizens and nationals. Until voluntary repatriation

actually occurs, Honduras will guarantee the security of refugees in the country,

sUbject to total respect for its sovereignty, the security of its own population

and the applicati.on of its legal regime. We feel that Honduras has been forced to

pay too high a price for the violence occurring in neighbouring countries, as we

took in flows of refugees in numbers far beyond our nation's capacity.

It is time for those countries that have generated the refugee flows to assume

the responsibility of solving their own domestic probleJils, so that the necessary

conditions nay be established for their citizens to return home.
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For the decis ions of the In ternational Conference on Cen ~:.r al American R! fugees

to take effect, along with the meeting on donations this past July in Geneva,

wi thin the framework of the Special Programme for Central America, it is essrotial

that the international conmunity lend its political and financial support to the

work being done by the Secretary-General of the United Nations, the tmited Nations

Development Programme and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees.

My Government would restate its position on the urgent need to find a prompt

and reasonable solutim to the foreign debt problem of the developing countries.

The weight of debt-servicing slows down development, and it is a serious obstacle

to the implementation of del'iOcratic objectives. In this respect, we agree with

what was said by the CQl;;cil of Ministers of the QJropean COMl\unity, which last

June in Madrid stated.

"A solution of this problem, par~icularly in Latin America, is of major

importance to the consolidation and strengthening of demcracy.·

It may seem rather odd, but our developing countr ies have fou."d greater

receptivity CI1d understanding in respect of their foreign debt problems from some

of the private banks, while the international development institutions and

organizations, of which we are founding members, ccn tinue to try to impose on us

outdated formulas which have already created explosive situations in se'teral

countries.

During the current decade, the Central Amedcan isthmus has faced

unprecedented events. The unleashing of violence in so~ COWl tries of the region

has led to consequences that have c;one far beyond their ~l itic.ll borders and

affected the area as a whole.
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The ins tability resul ting from th is si tua t ion ald the inclus ion 0 f the Cen tral

American crisis in the agenda of East-West confrontation, and the deterioration of

the economic, political and social situation in the area, have made us aware of the

great need to find a joint answer to this new situation.

In spite of existing ideological differences, the Governments in the region,

from the early part of this decade, began a very complex poli !:leal dialogue, which

today enables us to look to the future wi th some optimism.

Honduras agrees with what "'as said at the Contadora talks, namely, t.hat the

major contribution by each Sta te to regional peace is the main tenCl'}ce of its own

internal peace. So we agree that the decisive and most important needs are the

carrying out of poli tical processes of a true denncra tic, pluralistic and

participatory nature, and the urgent need to ensur\,i better standards of living for

our cl thens.

On the first matter, I am pleased to say that on 26 Novemer 1989, the people

of Hmduras will ooce again go to the polls to choose the government that will lead

our nation in the course of the next four years. This democratic exercise, which

will take place for the third tiQ! in this decade, is another step on the way to

the strengthening of our democL8Cy.

The people of Honduras are commi tted to dialogue, as can be seen also outs ide

our borders, inasnum as we try at all times to use the procedures for peaceful

solutions to internati~nal disputes. It is in that spirit that the Government of

Haaduras has participated actively, from the outset, in the peace processes for the

Central American region.

There were two meetings that speeded up no~malization in the region: the

Costa del Sol summit of 14 February in El Salvador, and the San Pedro Sula
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11in Is ter lal mee ting in Hatdur as - San Jose - on 28 Febr uary between the European

B:onomic Colllllunity and the Central 1lm.er lean countries menbers of the Contadora

On 7 August of this year, Honduras was honoured to hOf.t the Centr.al American

presidential summit in the port of Tela. At that tiRe. llllpor tant agreements 'were

signed tihic:h have helped revitalize the regional peacr1 process.

The agreement signed at that summit meeting, which took place exactly two

years after the signing of "the procedure to establish a fi[m and lasting peace in

Central America", offer hope for a solution to the crisis affecting our region.

In the city of Tela, the Presidents adopted three documents: a p:>litical

Declaratioru a Joint Plan for the volWltary demobilization, repatriation or

relocation of the Nicaraguan resistance and other armed groups; and the

extrajudicial Agreement between Hmduras and Nicaragua, relating to the suit

introduced by the latter at the Intprnational Court of Justice in 1986, in a case

separate from the regional negotiation effort.
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The plCll to demobilize the Nicaraguan resistance is essentially based on major

progress in the national reconciliation and democratization process to which the

Government of Nicaragua is committed. That Government's compl lance wi th its

obligations concerning dialogue and national reconciliation is imperative for the

reincorporation of those repatriated to Nicaragua into their country's economic,

social and political life under proper conditions and with adequate guarantees.

Under the plan, the responsibility for carrying out all the necessary

activities for voluntary demobilization, repatr iation or relocation falls within

the competence of the International Support ald Verification Commission formed by

the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the secretary-General of the

Organization of American States.

I am pleased to report that the extrajudicial agreement between Honduras and

Nicaragua, signed with the moral and political support of the Presidents of Costa

Rica, El Salvador and GUatemala, has greatly helped to expedite the regional

normalizatioo process, including the establishment of a ll'\ited Nations group of

observers for Central ~erica, made up of specialists from Canada, Spain and the

Federal Republic of GermClly, to veri fy compliance by the five Central American

countries with the secur i ty commi tments they have entered into.

Lest the ter.m foreseen in the joint plan should expire with HoodurErl territory

still being used by armed elements from Nicaragua or El Salvador, my Government has

already presented a formal request to the Security Council for an international

peace force to prevent the use of our territory as sanctuary. We proposed such a

force on 12 November 1987 in the General Assembly of the Organization of American

States and reiterated the proposal on 4 October 1998 during the forty-third session
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of this Assembly. In addition, Hcnduras suggested the initiation of a dialogue

between the super-Powers on the Central American crisis. As we know, that dialogue

has already started, ald it holds nuch promise. However~ its final results will be

effective only if another p>litical dialogue - between the Sandinista Government

Md its armed opponents - also takes place.

Another cause of concern for Central America is the situation prevaUing in

the Republic of El Salvador. In spi te of the hol ding of two consecu tive,

unchallenged elections and the invitation by the Salvadorian Government to

irregular groups to join in the political process, on an equal footing, violence

aga inst the people and Government of El Salvador continued until recently.

Deapi te the dark clouds still hang ing over our world, the Government of

President Azcona looks to the future with optimism. The rule of law is extending

throughout the world, bringing with it justice, freedom CI'ld development. If we can

reach those goals in the not-too-distant future, we shall be able to proclaim with

jlSufied satisfactioo that this Organization has achieved the objectives set when

it was established and that we, as citizens of the world, have made reality of the

ideals that all mankind strives for.

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m.
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